
FRIDAY SESSION TOPIC PRESENTER

8:40 AM Quilt as you go - two methods for getting your projects quilted quickly Ingrid

9:15 AM Applique tips and ideas - check out fast techniques and very cool projects. Misty Fuse, steam a seam and fusible thread Ingrid

9:45 AM Quick Gadjet cushion to hold a phone, ipad or quilt rulers and tools Ingrid

10:15 AM Ruler Magic - Come and see the latest helpful rulers and how to use them for fun but accurate results Ingrid

11:30 AM My tool box - New and favourite gizmos and gadgets that make our work easier Ingrid

12:45 PM Handstitch - new products, ideas, threads, stitch guides and more Susan

1:00 PM Embroidery  Workshop - $5 sign up for "Make & Take" embroidery transfer technique and more Susan

2:00 PM Needles and Threads - new Chrome needles, Threads such as Glow in the Dark, wash out, fusible, thin & thick etc. Ingrid

3:00 PM Binding & Edges - straight, quick bias, scalloped borders, accents and more Ingrid

3:45 PM Bags + - Great ideas and help with zippers, rivets, snaps,  Kraft Tex, Cork  and more Ingrid

4:30 PM Pre-Cut Magic - ideas to use with jelly rolls, layer cakes, charms and more Ingrid

5:15 PM Curves are fun and easy - making projects with gentle easy to sew curves Ingrid

SATURDAY

10:00 AM Dyeing to try it! - learn how to quickly dye fabric, buttons, and yarn for spectacular results Ingrid

10:45 AM Sewing with vinyl - project bags, luggage tags and many practical items Ingrid

11:30 AM Ruler Magic - Come and see the latest helpful rulers and how to use them for fun but accurate results Ingrid

12:00 Noon Cathy McLean - Rotary cutting FUN with circles, triangles, rotating mats, wave & pinking blades.  Ideas & handout. Cathy

1:00 PM Cathy McLean National Notion Expert - The right notion gives you a professional look, makes the job fun and saves time Cathy

2:15 PM Curves are fun and easy - making projects with gentle easy to sew curves Ingrid

2:45 PM Bags + - Great ideas and help with zippers, rivets, snaps,  Kraft Tex, Cork  and more Ingrid

3:15 PM Embroidery  Workshop - $5 sign up for "Make & Take" embroidery transfer technique and more Susan

4:00 PM My tool box - New and favourite gizmos and gadgets that make our work easier Ingrid

**No perfumes, food or drink in the classrooms please. It is a small space; allergies are an issue, as are spills and space. 

These are drop in events, except any of the "make and take" workshops. Please call or pay on-line for these workshops. 

Do be considerate of others. No seats can be reserved, but come and go so that everyone can enjoy demos also.
$ = Cost for make and take kit used in demonstration. Kits include fabric, thread, needle. Sign up please.


